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History of Public Health

ith the recent events associated with the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact it has had on all of our lives,
we got to wondering about public health issues of the past and did a little digging. Here are a few of the highlights
we uncovered.

The Village of White Bear established its first Board of Health in 1885 allocating $2 per day for the salary of
the Health Officer. Local physician, Dr. Roman was elected as such with citizens Gus Dennert and William Leip
as board members. The members of the board would change frequently throughout the years.
One notable Health Officer is Dr. Mary P. Hopkins. Mary Hopkins entered medical school at the University of
Minnesota as a widow and graduated in 1901. She completed her internship at Asbury hospital in Minneapolis
and was appointed the Women’s Physician at the state hospital in St. Peter, a position she held for several years.
In 1907 she returned to White Bear where she had previously lived.
In 1912 Hopkins remarried and moved to Mankato where she lived until
her death in 1936.
During her time as a physician in White Bear, Dr. Hopkins was
appointed as the first female Health Officer in the community. She
served from March of 1910
through April of 1911 when she
resigned. She was reappointed
by the White Bear Village
Council one month later with
the stipulation that she had the
power to select her own health
inspectors. Previously, health
inspectors were also appointed
by the village council. A
review of the local newspapers
during this time does not help
fill in the back story to this
sequence of events, but it seems
apparent that Dr. Hopkins had
some concerns with the level
of professionalism of the local
Board of Health.

Dr. Mary Parker Hopkins

The purpose of the Board of
Health was to protect the health

May 4, 1911 White Bear Life Health
Notice from Dr. Hopkins
History of Public Health continued on page 2
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of the public of White Bear. This was accomplished in a variety of ways. Health Inspectors were dispatched to
inspect septic systems, drainage of cellars and privy pits to ensure they were properly built and operated. They
recommended new health ordinances as science advanced and more information become available, and they
monitored the community for threats including rabid dogs or other animals.
In the early 1900s wild dogs were often found to be running at large in the area and were considered a viable
threat. The Health Officer was responsible for ordering the muzzling of all dogs to ensure safety if that was the
case. In 1906 the son of Peter Becker was sent to Ann Arbor, Michigan for rabies treatment due to a dog bite.
The cost was $100 for treatment, paid by the township.
With the surge of viral threats such as Small Pox, Scarlet Fever and Spanish Flu, the Health Officer had the
authority to order quarantine on a large and small scale. White Bear Township records tell the story of a family
farm that was ordered quarantined in the spring of 1900 due to Small Pox. Watchmen were paid to stand guard
outside the home until the quarantine was lifted.
As we look back today some of the concerns or reactions seem obvious, but less was known when some of these decisions were being made, particularly about infectious diseases. The Board of Public Health in communities like ours faced
many challenges throughout the years and did their best to address them with the information they had.

Annual Appeal Thank Yous!
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hank you to the following donors who contributed to the White Bear Lake Area Historical Society’s 2019
Annual Appeal to continue the efforts of gathering, preserving and sharing the stories of our community. With
the support of our members and community we have raised over $13,000! Thank you for supporting the
important work of preserving our past for the future!
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From the Director’s Desk...
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he year 2020 continues to prove it will be one for the history books. Between the
COVID 19 pandemic and civil unrest across the country, our nation is reeling. As a
historian I find myself turning at times like these to the stories, records, images and
experiences of the past for insight and comfort. These past few months have been no
different. While the details may vary, the story of the vast challenges we are facing
and the common impacts they present are similar to moments in our past as a greater
society. To be able to draw from those stories and experiences of the past and have a
better understanding of where we are today helps each of us as we make choices about
where we want to be tomorrow and for generations to come.
The White Bear area is a tiny blip on the map of the world and we have wonderful local resources, but they
don’t always tell a full story. We are constantly working to gather and share more information. Often that
requires the help of our members and our community. There are several ways to get involved. In our last
Email News we asked people to consider capturing and sharing their experiences during COVID-19 through
journals, photos, artwork or whatever ways were comfortable to them. We hope you will continue that work.
In addition, as we experience the racial unrest across our nation and our community there are ways for us to
do better at gathering and sharing the stories of People of Color in our area. If you have stories or experiences
you would be willing to share either through an oral history interview, photographs or in written form, please
contact me. If you do not have a personal perspective you would like to share, but would like to help us
gather more information that will provide a better understanding of the experience of People of Color in our
area, please consider volunteering your time for the Mapping Prejudice Project. More details and training
including the results of the data already compile for Hennepin County can be found at mappingprejudice.org.
Currently the project is working to identify racial covenants in housing deeds and related records throughout
Ramsey County. The work is done primarily by crowd-sourced volunteers who can review the records from the
convenience of their own home. The data compiled from this work is vastly important to developing a better
understanding of the experiences faced by People of Color in the past and how those restrictions created the
present. We cannot fully understand where we are unless we understand how we got here. I, personally, have
spent time working through some of these records and I strongly encourage anyone who is interested and able
to do the same. The more we know, the better we are!
May the remainder of the year 2020 be one of peace, rebuilding and hope for each and everyone!

Grant Updates

-Sara Markoe Hanson
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e are grateful for the support of several grant programs throughout our area. These funds make a
difference to the many projects and initiatives we undertake.
•The Minnesota Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund through the Minnesota Historical Society has awarded
$9,900 to the City of Birchwood Village toward an evaluation of eligibility of the Birchwood Village Hall
for the National Register of Historic Places. The WBLAHS is working as the Project Manager for this
project and looks forward to learning more about the Village Hall and its architect, Magnus Jemne.
•The Minnesota Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund through the Minnesota Historical Society has awarded
$4,300 toward the research and writing phase for an interpretive exhibit at the historic White Bear Town
Hall site to share the story of the White Bear area and its people.
The WBLAHS works hard to connect our community to its past in various ways. Through these projects and
many others we are able to reach new audiences and share the stories of our community. Thank you to all who
support these efforts.

Your Society In Action

W

hat’s Happening at the WBLAHS?

During this quieter time of staying home and staying safe there has been a lot of behind the scenes and internal
work happening at the WBLAHS. We have been working through a data transition of our collections database
which contains more than 10,000 records (with dozens of fields for each) and several thousand more waiting to
be entered. We have also had several physical projects take leaps forward, including:
•
The WBLAHS Archival Storage space at White Bear Lake City Hall has
been expanded and provides an additional 225 square feet nearly doubling
our previous space. T his area is in the process of being reconfigured and will
allow for much more efficient storage of the growing collections held by the
WBLAHS.
•
The back steps at the Fillebrown
House have been reconstructed to provide
a much larger landing platform at the
ground level and sturdy, even steps to
enter the back door. The wood is drying
and will be painted soon. In addition
to the step project, the back porch light
Archival Storage
which need replacement has been finished
Expansion Area
and the hose spigot on the house has also
been replaced to function properly. Each of these projects has
been waiting to rise to the top of the list and had the chance to be
accomplished this spring.

Wall Framing at the White Bear
Town Hall

•
The White Bear Town Hall
project has moved into its new phase Fillebrown House Newly
with the construction of the interior Reconstructed Steps
walls. During preparation for floor
installation last fall it was determined that not only did the original 1880s
floor still exist under several layers of flooring material, it also showed
the pattern of the original interior walls. Once the additional flooring
was removed it was clear where those walls should be reconstructed.
The framing is now up and the electrical completed for this new portion.
Walls and floors will follow soon.

Mission Statement of the White Bear Lake Area Historical Society

T

he White Bear Lake Area Historical Society connects the community to its past, cultivating an
understanding and appreciation for our history. We fulfill our mission by….


Gathering and maintaining historical information and artifacts. We are safe keepers of our heritage.



Educating the community about our history. We are the community storytellers.



Encouraging personal and community responsibility for preserving our physical links to the past. We are
advocates for historical preservation.

The WBLAHS Greatly Appreciates the Support
of its Hometown Business Members
Hometown Business Premium Members ($250-499)
NewStudio Architecture
Washington Square Grill
White Bear Lawn & Snow

Hometown Business Plus Members ($100-249)

Grandma’s Bakery
Kathy Madore, Edina Realty
Lisa Madore, Edina Realty
Knutsen Auto
Pine Tree Apple Orchard
Ramsay & Associates
White Bear Eye Clinic

Hometown
Business/Organization
Members ($50-99)

Hisdahls, Inc.

Hoffman Heating & Air

Judy King Estate Sales

White Bear Press

Fall and Winter Season Highlights

T

he fall and winter season were active for the WBLAHS with several fun community events.
September brought Township Day, which was a great opportunity to show off the Town Hall with a display by
Dennis Zerwas’ White Bear Water Ski Company Project and the ribbon cutting for the new series of historical
markers on the north side of the building. At the end
of the month we had the Historic House Tour which
was a big success once again raising funds for the
WBLAHS and bringing the community together for a
day of exploring homes around the lake.
In October the WBLAHS Annual Meeting was held
at the White Bear Town Hall site with the Minnesota

Mini-exhibit about Resorts on Bald Eagle
Lake at the Town Hall During the Historic
House Tour 2019

Visitors to Township Day Enjoy the Timeline on
Display in Front of the White Bear Town Hall

MNHS President & CEO, Kent Whitworth, Speaks
at the WBLAHS Annual Meeting in October 2019

Historical Society’s President and CEO, Kent Whitworth as
our guest speaking about the History Relevance Campaign.
It was an honor to have Kent speak about why preserving
and understanding history is such an important undertaking.
Later in the month, the Gangster Bus Tours were sold out
once again!

Attendees Enjoy a Story by the Tree During
Children’s Story Time at the Fillebrown
House

November and December were filled with holiday events
at the Fillebrown House including the Children’s Story Time
and the WBLAHS Members Party. The house never shines
brighter than during the holidays.

Recent Donations

T

he WBLAHS has been the recipient of several wonderful donations to our collections recently, including:
•Collection of photos, videos, slides pertaining to White Bear Township during the period 19802000. Subjects include personnel, Annual Town Meetings, Town Board Members
Donated by White Bear Township
•“School Memories” book compiled by Grace Long Stoddart, White Bear High School Class of
1919
Donated by Kitty Stoddart
•Photos and documents pertaining to general White Bear topics, ca. 1890-1930. Subjects include
Solheim/Hobe development, swimming beach/dock photos at White Bear Lake
Donated by Sara Markoe Hanson
•Painting from Kohler Ice Cream Parlor, painted by Ross Moore and Al Kohler and displayed at
Kohler’s Romance Ice Cream Parlor.
Donated by Mary Ann Karick

Donations accepted for the White Bear Lake Area Historical Society’s collections must pertain to the area
surrounding White Bear Lake and meet other requirements such as the ability for the WBLAHS to properly
maintain and care for the items. For more information on what those requirements are, please contact Sara at
651-407-5327. Without donations like these the collections and resources of the WBLAHS would not grow.
They are greatly appreciated!

WBLAHS President

T

he WBLAHS is excited to welcome Dave Peterson as our
new president of the board. Dave has served as Vice President
under Rheanna O’Brien and continues his role as caretaker of our
1930s fire truck as well. He has been instrumental in moving the
White Bear Town Hall Rehabilitation Project
forward and takes an active part in many of
the WBLAHS events throughout the year.
When not working on projects for the
WBLAHS Dave serves as a Captain, EMT
and Lead Fire Explorer Advisor on the White
Bear Lake Fire Department. His hope during
his term as president is to help the younger
generations become more aware of the
importance of preserving history.
Thanks Dave for all of your efforts!

Memorials
Gifts in Memory of
Pat Oven
Linda & Robert Albert
Beth Althof
James & Merideth Chelberg
Helen Duritsa
Carolyn Glumack
Patti Glumack
Sara & Jeff Hanson
Dennis Hoelscher
Kathleen Hoelscher
Gene & Kathy Johnson
Jerilynn Ommen
Ronald & Mary Raisleger

WBLAHS 2020 Board of Directors

President: Dave Peterson
Past President: Rheanna O’Brien
Secretary: Jo Emerson
Treasurer: Bill Short

Matthew Bebel
Kathy Doucette
Ted Field

Kerri Kindsvater
Jeanenne Rausch
Maureen Raymond
Rob Thomas

2020 Calendar of Events

In an abundance of caution, the WBLAHS Board has cancelled all in-person, public events for the remainder
of 2020. We are in the process of launching a series of online/virtual event opportunities. For details on these
events and more visit whitebearhistory.org, facebook.com/whitebearhistory or call 651 407-5327. Items will
be added and updated as information becomes available. Please visit Whitebearhistory.org or facebook.com/
Whitebearhistory for registration links for each program.

JULY

Washington Avenue: Then & Now
Monday, July 27th 6-7pm
Offered via Zoom through the Ramsey County Library System, Registration Required
Take a virtual stroll along Washington Avenue, originally known as Railroad Avenue, to see images of the past
and how the buildings look today. We will share stories of the businesses and proprietors who were located
along this important stretch of White Bear’s business district.

AUGUST
White Bear’s Notorious Gangster’s
Monday, August 24th 6-7pm
Offered via Zoom through the Ramsey County Library System,
Registration Required

Learning from Our
Past,
Preserving for Our
Future.

The White Bear area was a haven for the 1920s and ‘30s era gangsters
who wanted to get away from it all. Join us to learn some gangster lingo while you hear the tales of infamous
visitors such as Ma Barker, Alvin “Creepy” Karpis and Baby Face Nelson.

SEPTEMBER
50 Years of the White Bear Lake Area Historical Society
Monday, September 28th 6-7pm
Offered via Zoom through the Ramsey County Library System, Registration Required
The White Bear Lake Area Historical Society celebrates its 50th anniversary this year. Join
us to hear how things began, why the work we do is so important and how that work has
changed over the decades.

OCTOBER
Cass Gilbert’s White Bear Cottages
Monday, October 26th 6-7pm
Offered via Zoom through the Ramsey County Library System, Registration Required
Well-known Minnesota architect Cass Gilbert spent much of his early career designing homes and other
buildings around the White Bear area. Join the WBLAHS for this illustrated program as we discuss some of his
early work, some of which still stand, while others have not survived or were never built.

Facebook.com/whitebearhistory

White Bear Town Hall Rehabilitation Project Update 2020
A project of the White Bear Lake Area Historical Society

The Vision

The White Bear Lake Area Historical Society in partnership with the White Bear Town Board envisions the
Historic Town Hall as an important centerpiece for the greater community. Its space will be used to tell
the stories of historic White Bear Township, the history of the building and its function as a “town house”
for meetings, elections and township operations. It will be open to the public and an active meeting place
once again. The facility, managed by WBLAHS, will be recognized as a historic site providing interpretive
programs, tours, exhibits, and many other educational programs.

The White Bear Town Hall has served its community since 1885.
From left to right: Town Board and residents in front of Town Hall, ca. 1914; Residents gather to vote on local water issues, July
1956; Stucco work is about to begin, late 2017; Completed exterior, 2018.

What’s Been Happening?

Throughout 2019 there was much activity at the White Bear Town
Hall.
Electrical wiring was completed inside
Drywall hung and finished
Light fixtures installed
Walls and ceiling primed and painted
Preparation for hardwood floor installation
Landscaping plan implemented
Historical Markers installed along sidewalk
In late summer volunteers from the WBLAHS were preparing the
building for the installation of new hardwood flooring to complete
the interior rehabilitation and have the site open for Township Day
on September 14th. As rotted particle board and other materials
were removed, it appeared that the original tongue and groove
pine floor was still intact under several layers of flooring material
that had been added over the decades. Previous investigations had
not indicated any of the original floor remained, but peeling back
multiple layers made the crew hopeful.
This new discovery required a pause in the progress. What did it
mean? What could we learn? Was it possible to restore? In order to
be ready for the fall events scheduled at the Town Hall only half of
the floor was able to be removed, but that half provided so much
information it changed the scope of the interior portion of the
project and provided another link to the Cass Gilbert connection
with the Town Hall. Prior to the unearthing of the original floor we
had

A portion of the flooring showing the outline
of interior walls. The three-inch white pine
tongue and groove floor boards are secured
with square nails from the late 1800 time
period and support the theory that these are
original to the 1885 construction of the Town
Hall. The boards would most likely would have
been painted after installation.
Town Hall Update continued on page 10

Town Hall Update continued from page 9

no real understanding of the interior layout of the building. There were vague references to a “back
room”, but no deﬁnition to what that looked like. Based on the lack of information, the interior portion of
the rehabilitation was purposely left as blank as possible, knowing we could add more detail or deﬁnition
as evidence or need dictated.
The 1880s ﬂooring not only provided another authentic element of the building, but it gives us more information on the layout of the space. The white pine ﬂoor was installed around the interior walls and provided a footprint for where those walls were located. This was a game changer for the plans for the interior
space.
In addition to giving us that insight, the layout was surprisingly familiar. As we looked at the ﬂoor it became apparent that the formation of the walls was precisely that which was sketched on a small piece of
tissue paper in one of Cass Gilbert’s scrapbooks located at the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. We
had seen this design before! We have one more connection tying Gilbert to the White Bear Town Hall project.
This portion of the page was of
particular interest because the
dimensions fit the White Bear
Town Hall building, which is
26’ x 40’. When the layers of
floor were removed, the layout
of the interior walls aligned
with this design.

This unidentified structure was found in a scrapbook of miscellaneous projects in the Cass Gilbert Collection in the Prints & Photographs Division of
the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.
For more information on Cass Gilbert’s Connection to the White Bear Town
Hall visit whtiebearhistory.org.

What’s
Next?
What’s Next?

With the change of direction based on the discovery of the original ﬂoor, progress stopped last fall on the
Town Hall interior work to accommodate the events scheduled at the site. The new evidence has literally
provided a ﬂoorplan for how we are ﬁnishing the interior of the building to be more true to its original layout. That work continues this spring and will be completed in 2020.
Over the winter, research to detail the complex history of the Town of White Bear, including its role in the
consolidation battles that took place across Minnesota in the 1950s and 1960s, has begun. The story is long
and complicated, but one that needs to be better understood. This research and much more to come will
provide the basis for presentations, exhibits and publications to share the information.
In April the White Bear Lake Area Historical Society submitted an application to the Minnesota Arts and
Cultural Heritage Fund grants program through the Minnesota Historical Society . This funding, if approved, will allow us to build on the initial research to ﬁll gaps in the history and draft text for an exhibit at
the Town Hall site depicting the evolution from a rural town of thirty-six square miles to an urban township about one-quarter of that size. We will be notiﬁed in June whether the grant was awarded or not..
Stay tuned for more updates!
Town Hall Update continued on page 11
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Historical Markers
Unveiled
Historical
Markers
Unveiled

As part of Township Day in September a series
of historical markers highlighting themes from
the history of White Bear Township were unveiled along the sidewalk at the Town Hall site
at Polar Lakes Park.
The markers are the result of a process of research, writing, peer review, design and fabrication that was funded in part through Minnesota’s Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund. With the
Town Hall located in such an active park the
markers will serve as an introduction to both the
historic building and the history of White Bear.
A look down the path from the front of the Town Hall.

A close-up of the Town Hall marker.
Visitors explore the newly landscaped Town Hall site on Township
Day 2019.
Photo credit: Meg Todd

Town
HallMiniature
Miniature
Debuts
Town Hall
Debuts
at
at
Medicine
Chest
Medicine
Chest

White Bear’s own Medicine Chest launched a line of building
miniatures from the local area over the 2019 holiday season.
The Town Hall was included in the ﬁrst series along with the
Fillebrown House and the White Bear Lake Depot. Five dollars from each purchase was donated to the White Bear Lake
Area Historical Society. Thank you, Medicine Chest!
Photo credit: Medicine Chest
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